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Abstracts 

The excellent performance practice, compositional techniques and all other 
creative skills are expressively employed and maintained in Abigbo by both the 
musicians and the stylized dance troupe to create total awareness of what Abigbo 
practically represents in Mbaise. The end result is to shape indigenous attitude to 
life with these desirable attributes of the ensemble. Areas of interest in Abigbo 
dance unraveled are essentially on the dancers’ artistic techniques and code of 
conduct practices as they interrelate with music; sources and categories of the 
dance repertories. Another point of attention addresses ‘music and dance 
interrelationship’ in their application to Abigbo rendition. Symbolism in Abigbo 
dance is traced from its affective influence on indigenous behaviour towards the 
dancers’ body language stylistic expressions. Methods of membership recruitment 
for dance training and the dancers’ communicative dialogue with instrumental 
sound emission rounds off the manifestation of dance in this study. This work 
assures a guideline for satisfactory deliberations on music and dance culture 
rooted in Africa, with Abigbo artistic evidence offering a sense of direction for 
corrective measure. By instilling into the beneficiaries the aforesaid know-how, it 
will go a long way in promoting our festival of musical arts and culture. More so, 
the findings of this research endeavour will encourage, motivate and guide 
individuals’ appreciation of the positive relationship existing between Abigbo and 
Mbaise social environment. 

 
Keywords: Concept, Creative skill, Music & Dance, Performance Practice, Composition, 
Abigbo Mbasie.  

 
Introduction  
Mbaise Ethnography: Ethnography is defined by Chambers 21stC Dictionary (1999) as “a 
detailed description of the culture of a particular society based on fieldwork and 
participation in the life of the society.” Geographical Mbaise settlement, known for Abigbo 
music, is bounded in the West by Azaraegbelu pocket of villagers in Emekuku town, along 
Owerri – Umuahia road; in the South by Imo airport/Ngor Okpala L.G.A. towards Aba 
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senatorial district; in the East by Obowu L.G.A. towards Imo River; in the North by 
Ikeduru L.G.A. towards Okigwe. According to oral history, Mbaise is one of the most 
densely populated mono-cultural societies in Africa (O.A. Lawal, 1997 and Nkemneme, A. 
2009:4). Mbaise just expresses the name of the society where Abigbo is practised. Mba and 
Ise are two different words combined to obtain Mbaise. Mba means society while Ise means 
five. In its entirety, Mbaise is a five clan society Its vegetation is typically but not 
exclusively virgin perennial forest with economic trees such as: Raffia palm, Iroko, 
Mahogany, Ebony, Obeche, Wallnut, Breadfruit, Star apple, oil bean, etc. The soil is highly 
humus and favourable for agricultural activities. Onwuliri (2009:254) observes that “Mbaise 
people are penchant for hardwork, industry, courage, boldness, strive and have excelled in various 
enterprises, particularly in the civil service,Chief Larry Osuagwu, the CEO of Data (W. A.)Ltd., 
Owerri, is engaged in computer marketing and repair; ASONET Internet Service Provider 
and CALLNET Prepaid Telephone card systems are all established by the people. It is 
believed that with constant electricity in Mbaise, the culture of technology will improve 
the more. 
 
Concept: Concept is something that somebody thought up or might be able to imagine. A 
way of doing or perceiving things depends on concept as the most basic understanding of 
a society. Concept is a method, plan or type of product or design. It is a broad abstract idea 
or a guiding general principle (Microsoft Encarta, 2009). A.S. Hornby (2000) holds similar 
view on the last sentence of the above quotation too. Concept determines how a person or 
culture behaves and how nature, reality or events are perceived. Concept as defined by 
Chambers 21stC Dictionary (1999) is a 17thC Latin word “Coceptum” from “Concipere” to 
conceive a notion; an abstract or a general idea. “The conception of a particular music 
embodies an assimilation of the indigenous musical patterns which are transformed into 
specific functioning meanings when associated with ideas and events that stem primarily 
from the music ownership thought and cultural patterns” (Uzoigwe, 1998:152). 
 
Music and Dance: Certain antecedents are instrumental in the advent of Abigbo. This is 
because right from the dawn of human history, the efforts of man in music making and 
dance have been a matter of great concern. Humanistic expressions through dance and 
musical performances have presented great knowledge for the functioning of societies. The 
people’s prospect in these dual arts identity is expressed over the years to elucidate the 
bases of its social vitality and transformational impact on mankind. They therefore have 
potential challenges placed on their aesthetic concepts, interpretation, performance and 
compositional techniques together with their people-oriented interaction with other 
intellectual disciplines. So far musical and dance activities make provision for elaborate 
services required by varieties of individual circumstances and experience. Above all, to 
permeate every level and aspect of human existence, practical exploration of all-embracing 
craftsmanship such as artifacts has been particulally noticeably observed and recorded in 
relation to musical attitudes of a people. The intrinsic qualities of indigenous music and 
dance have indeed offered symbolic understanding of their societal heritage; thus, 
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enhancing logical reasoning and philosophical construct that have made the people 
progressive. 
 
Performance Practice: is derived from a 14thC French Medieval Latin word Practizare – 
Alteration of Practicare. It entered in Greek as Practikos before it becomes an English word 
Practice. To practice is to do something repeatedly in order to improve performance in a 
sport, hobby or arts. It means to do something as an established custom or habit; to work 
in a profession or exercise one’s religious belief (Microsoft Encarta, 2009). Randel 
(1986:624) defines music performance practice in very many ways. He states that 
“Performance practice is the conventions and knowledge that enables a performer 
perform.” Professor Roland Jackson on the other hand, (1988:1) defines performance 
practice as “an attempt to return, inasmuch as this is feasible, to the composer’s original 
conception of a musical work, and to re-enact how music sounded at the time of its original 
presentation. The aim of historically-informed performance is to obey and recreate the 
composer’s intentions. It tends to exclude, for instance, those genres that depend more on 
the performer than the composer such as jazz, the various European vernacular traditions, 
twentieth-century popular music, and non-Western music. According to Bodley, J. H. 
(2009:1) Dictionary online view on ‘performance practice in music’ retrieved (2013:1), “The 
term applied to musical techniques employed in specific musical genres during specific 
musical eras. Quite often, performance practice refers to techniques that are implied, and 
not written or noted. Some examples would include the technique of using vibrato in some 
forms of jazz.” Although not always noted, certain styles of jazz expect the use of vibrato. 
As ornamentation has changed throughout the years, the interpretation of most of the 
common ornaments needs to be performed in the style appropriate to the era. 
 
Abigbo;s Creative Skills Application to Music Performance Practice  

The uniqueness of Abigbo instrumentation, vocalization and song text features therein is 
showcased in principles here with its related elements of music. These altogether, 
constitutes matters of interest in this discourse.  

Important topics in the study of music performance practice have been: 
ornamentation and/or improvisation, pitch specification, rhythmic 
notation identity, tuning and temperament; the size and composition of 
ensembles, tempo, articulation, dynamics and other performance marks. 
The nature of voice production and singing styles; the roles of voices and 
instruments separately and together; the number of singers and types of 
instruments employed in specific repertoires; musical ficta and text 
underlay, divergent attitudes of composers towards the nature of the 
musical work as well as the styles and techniques of performance 
appropriate to them, which yield knowledge when transmitted orally are 
altogether the constituents of musical performance practice (Randel 
Harvard Dictionary, 1986:624). 
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Paul Watzlawick Interactional View Theory (I.V.T.) propounded on effective 
communication, equally calls’ a “two-way communication” holds that a relationship 
cannot be aptly labeled on the basis of single verbal statement. According to him, “an 
interaction is either symmetrical or complementary and requires a sequence of at least two 
messages – a statement from one person and a response from the other” (Graffin, 2000:156). 
West and Turner (2004:11) invariably wrote “the Interactional model suggests that a 
person is only a sender or a receiver.” Although the I.V.T. theorist’s focus presents a 
narrow view of what obtains in certain message communications, its provides a bearing in 
black African musical performance practice. Nketia (1975:235) confirms this as he says inter 
alia: “The collaboration effort is considerably enhanced when those engaged in this share 
the same artistic values and are well disposed towards each other.  That is why a basis for 
group performance is generally implicit in the bonds that join members of performing 
group as kinsmen, people sharing common interest and beliefs, or people with similar 
ascribed roles.”  

In Abigbo musical production repertoire, consideration is given to human perception. In 
the other words, the producer-manager considers the human environmental factors; the 
socio-cultural life of the people in conjunction with their musical text. This is a necessary 
move prior to his musical composition and the subsequent performance venture.Thus, the 
ensemble music director is guided mainly by the prevailing test of time; current issues 
within the framework of legitimate rules and regulation that obtain in Mbaise. On training 
processes as they affect practice and attention, Abigbo Mbaise is extensively practised 
guided byannual events and time factor. To this end, Palmer (1978:109) advises: “Never 
practice so long that you loose interest, or when you are physically or mentally tired, or 
find that you are not listening to what you are doing. Practice is a step towards the greater 
enjoyment of music, so make it a pleasure in itself.”Mbaise musical practice/production 
paraphernalia constitute the concomitant requirements in this music making that is strictly 
purposive in function. 

Uzoigwe (1998:83-4) posits that the strictly instrumental performance relevant pieces of 
information on the Drum Text Thematic Derivations lifted from Abigbo first theme is 
introduced with the drum text of ‘Ese Abigbo Ukom’ composition. The celebratory aspect 
of the theme is comprised of two sections, Oso nkwa (musical race) and Ese Abigbo (dance-
proper). The former (first section) serves as an introduction to the latter. As the name 
implies, it is the developmental stage of a ritual musical drama whereby the deceased 
eldest daughter informs the audience about her mother’s achievements hitherto her 
demise. The musical group conducts the daughter’s actions through a musical 
performance drumtext phrases. The most commonly used are those expressing greetings 
and thereafter, others asking her to come, that it is time to elucidate what her mother 
achieved on earth. After hearing these, they conclusively regret her transition to the great 
beyond.The host’s hospitality equally serves as a source of musical material for lhu-nkwa 
Abigbo compositions, which are translated as Ika (ancient) compositions conceived 
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specifically for women’s burial ritual event by the ancient Ukom exponents.  At this 
juncture, a second drum text instance of an lhu-nkwa (prelude) Abigbo is performed to draw 
the audience’s attention to the end of the ceremony. Above all, it refers to the husband’s 
arrival to appeal to his wife to return home. Functionally, Uzoigwe (1998:80) is of the view 
that the event situations that usher in Ihu-nkwa Abigbo (modern main music) category are 
“the period when the corpse is lying in state and ritual sacrifices are being conducted (i.e. 
the symbolization of spiritual burial); and the period after the corpse has been carried away 
for physical burial (i.e. the conclusion of the ‘Okwukwu’ ceremony).”lhu-nkwa Abigbo 
compositions are specifically conceived and functionally performed for the sake of 
marking and celebrating the end of Okwukwu (women’s burial event by the ancient Ukom 
exponents). 
 
Ihu Nkwa(pelude) Abigbo chainsong variations translated as ika (ancient) composition 
comprise a series of short movements with each of the material sequence manifesting 
distinct audio-visual impression of joint musical motions with distinct and clear cut 
character. The said individual movements (as it were) lack thematic connection between 
them, notwithstanding the fact that collectively, they make up an uninterrupted chain of a 
lengthy movement locally styled akalaka nkwa, which lexically presupposes extended 
music in hand-in-hand progression. In the case of Akalaka nkwa Abigbo/chainsong 
variations, it combines and permutes individual movements belonging to a category of 
Nkwa Abigbo to constitute an extension of Ihu nkwa composition. Series of separate 
movements in a chainsong performance  composition are thimatic-wise unrelated, and are 
collectively classified under similar social functions as variations of ‘free’ form in which 
permutation of autonomous compositions differ from one performance situation to 
another. 
 
Generally, “the drum text on nkwa-ika ancient performance compositions is of the speech 
or narrative type, while those of the nkwa Abigbo modern performance compositions are 
lyrical. As such, the first tends more towards declamation and the second towards 
melismatic expression” (Uzoigwe 1998:88). As regards decoration of notes in the drumtext, 
which equally includes single note groups, he explains that “Musicians use grace notes 
decorations with great effect, especially in Ilulu nkwa and nkwa ika compositions; but they 
usually modify these notes to the value of a semi-quaver in nkwa Abigbo compositions. 
Grace notes are particularly used to articulate ‘words’ that begin with the consonant M 
and N, as in mma (good, beauty) and ngwa hurry” (Uzoigwe 1998:89). 
 
At this juncture, suffice it to note that the drum tones are textually evaluated by Uzoigwe 
as having human vocal attributes and are consequently treated as such in their musical 
roles. Hence, he refers to their varieties of concise movements as chainsong variations. The 
author’s choices of nomenclatures in his work, to some extent, undermine their lexical 
definitions. From the foregoing, Abigbo typifies a total organization of musical 
performance; this consideration is among the basics of the music.  
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The Compositional Techniques 
Conventionally, melody, harmony, tone-colour and rhythm constitute the elements of 
music. However, under this subtheme, attention is equally paid to form, texture, scale, 
metre and part-singing. 
 
Form: In his evaluation of musical form, Ferris (1985:66) avers – “When the elements of 
music are organized into a musical composition, the overall design of the work is called its 
‘Form’… Form in art is based upon the principles of ‘repetition’ and ‘contrast’. Repetition 
lends unity, symmetry, and balance to a composition; contrast provides variety.” Arnold 
Schoenberg, a renowned 20thC musicologist extra-ordinary in composition, in Forney and 
Machilis (1999:23), reached this decision on musical form: “In music, form gives us 
impression of conscious choice and rational arrangement. It is a work’s structure or shape, 
the way the elements of a composition have been combined, or balanced, to make it 
understandable to the listener”. Besides, he however draws conclusion that “the principal 
function of form is to advance our understanding. It is the organization of a piece that helps 
the listener to keep the idea in mind, to follow its development, its growth, its elaboration, 
its fate” (23). “To traditional Igbo musicians form is not a preconceived framework but the 
resultant stage of the musician’s moulding of his musical conceptions” (Uzoigwe, 
1998:138). Thus, Uzoigwe (1986:65) essentially conceptualized ‘Form’ as “a static product 
and a musical ‘shape’ moulded on recognizable socio–musical principles of composition 
within which the composer confines his inner thought.” He further observes that 
fluctuation in relationship among participants in Abigbo influences the interior structure of 
the musical product. This, to a large extent, either determines or dictates the musical form. 
The mixed sectional form is unique basically to compositions in Ogbe Nkwa Abigbo 
(contemporary music) category and equally in some of its ancient music. With the above 
reviews, one can therefore resolve that form is a music structural design constituting its 
organizing principle. 

Texture: According to Nketia (1975:115), “…an examination of the aesthetics of African 
music reveals a distinct bias toward percussion and the use of percussive techniques, not 
only because of the structural functions of such instruments, but also because of a 
preference for musical textures that embody percussive sounds or sounds that increase the 
ratio of noise to pitch”. In his work Uzoigwe grouped together both the vocal and 
instrumental components, which ideally constitute the musical structure. He avers: “The 
structure of most of the short movements that constitute the chainsong variations (in 
Abigbo) is mostly homophonic” (Uzoigwe, 1998:116). However, the leading melodic part 
of the instrumentation, supported by chordal combinations of all other underlying 
accompanied instrumental melodies, is most often structured to imitate memorized songs 
without human vocal accompaniment. This raises question on what Abigbo typifies in 
terms of voice- instruments musical interrelationship. 
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Scale: Going by Ferris (1985:31) idea of “a scale, it is an ascending or descending pattern 
of half and whole steps within the range of an octave.” In other words, it is a series of 
pitches arranged in ascending or descending order in a musical staff. Whichever is the 
case, the scale by translation is a ladder, which according to the Harvard Dictionary of Music 
(Apel, 1973), denotes “the tonal material of music arranged according to rising pitches”. 
The Abigbo song scale system below reflects Uzoigwe’s sequential arrangement of vocal 
tone melodic and harmonic segments. According to him, a reasonable proportion of the 
scale organization displays invaluable notes appended to the part-singing segmentation 
or the melodic alternative. He inferred that vocal variations emanate from it during 
performance; while vocal compass of the lead singer suggests the musical key employed. 
The notes/tones of the scale(s), as presented and explained by Uzoigwe, are of three 
categories: auxiliary notes – these lend support in cadential or other melodic roles to the 
primary notes in the scale. Primary notes – these perform very remarkable functions in the 
organization of the melody. Passing tones – these serve as connecting links between the 
primary notes in the scheme of song. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Scale Organization in Abigbo (Uzoigwe, 1984:57). 

 
As though referring to the above scale, Ferris (1985:25) in his own view comments that 
“Composers often utilize changes in levels of pitch and dynamics to organize musical 
material and to achieve expressive effects”. This situation report is no deviation from 
Nketia’s (1982:89) conclusion that “an African composer must therefore master the 
fundamentals of African melody and rhythms so that he can create typical African tunes 
based on any of the varieties of… scales used in African societies… For he can create tunes 
that would be true to the traditional idiom” 
 
Metre: Harvard Dictionary (Apel, 1973) identifies “metre” as “the pattern of temporal units 
called beats by which the time span of a piece of music or a section thereof is measured”. 
It, to a very large extent, determines the metric system. Metric system in Abigbo abounds 
with varieties of compound time signatures with notes of diminution and running notes 
in common use. 
 
Melody: Jones (1959:141 & 145) speaks volumes on melody as he says: “The melody of a 
song is considered as a total relative and related pattern of sound, rather than as a number 
of individually isolated notes”. He further concludes – “Melody is a succession of simple 
tones perceived by the mind as a unity… The length and the concatenation organization 
of these units or phrases make the melodic line distinct”. Agu (1999:44) throws more light 
to this situation report as he comments: “although speech-tone patterns influence melodic 
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line, linguistic features are carefully overruled when musical considerations are 
paramount. It is also common to have musical notes maintaining the same pitch levels 
while speech-tones move either upwards or downwards”. He equally observes that “the 
African composer (which includes Mbaise, the home of Abigbo) is (therefore) very free 
while creating a melody. In doing this, however, his creative act is guided by certain rules 
like the proper placement of words to achieve intelligibility, ensuring that the intervallic 
range of notes and the ambit of the melody agree with the speech-tone pattern of the 
chosen text; and ensuring that the melody conceived must be based on the chosen mode 
for the text” (Agu, 1999:33). Ferris (1985:40) tells us that “A melody that recurs throughout 
a movement, a section of a movement, or an entire composition, is sometimes referred to 
as a ‘theme’. It may be heard in its original or in an altered form, much as the musical 
theme of a movie recurs in various forms throughout the film.” In his transcription and 
analysis of Abigbo, Onyeji (2006:153) reveals that “the melodic intervals are not bound to 
the tonal inflexion of the spoken words, which further demonstrates that melodic interest 
occasionally overrides textual interest in Abigbo vocal music”. Furthermore, Uzoigwe 
(1998:54) unfolds that “the highest melodic tone in Ogbe nkwa Abigbo songs is generally B-
9 and even some times, may be extended to C-10.” 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Melodic and Rhythmic Monophony (as Theorized in Ferris, 1985:49). 
 
Part-singing: Forney and Machlis (1999:52) speak of Part–Song as “a secular composition, 
unaccompanied, in three, four, or more parts.” In this case, two or more autonomous and 
complementary voices are expressed simultaneously. Weman 1960 (in Agu, 1999:45) 
observes, “Africans love to harmonize. They do that at every given opportunity, but not at 
random.” Expressing his position on the above issue, Agu, an ethnomusicologist from 
Igboland, East of the Niger, affirms: “the fusion of variations of the same tune with 
parallelism and part-singing all going on simultaneously, makes a listener instantly aware 
of the beauty of the resultant product of these combinations. As African performers involve 
themselves in harmonic acts, they listen to the progression of the individual melodies as 
they proceed side by side, creating different variations based on the same tune” (46). 
Tonal inflection in the people’s language leads to tonal slurs and glides through several 
speeches. As such, “In the accompaniment section of Ogbe nkwa Abigbo songs, the harmonic 
part-singing tones mostly include from E-1 to D-5 with occasional extension to tone 6” 
(Uzoigwe, 1998:56). The basic purpose for the limitation of the upper range in the song 
category is that it is obtained from vocal ranges, and has developed in compositional 
outlook. In all harmonic processes, serious effort is always made to ensure that vocal line 
being sung agrees with the harmonic framework on which the very music is based. During 
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singing, the free harmonic system facilitates group contributions to style. In this case, 
individual singers sing in any choice vocal part and, of course, timbre from which he can 
change as often and as freely as he so wishes. Singing in parts is not therefore, unusual in 
Abigbo music making. 
 
Rhythm: Merriam (1954:254) speaks of pattern as “a repeated sequence of pulses, arranged 
in some particular rhythmic organization which either does not vary or which varies 
minimally, which has defined starting and ending points, and which serves as a 
centralizing factor for the rhythms of a piece of African music”. Vidal (1980:1) defines 
rhythm as an “organized pulse in space through time”. In 1927, Ward expressed metric 
influence in African rhythm thus; “Broadly speaking, the difference between African and 
European rhythms is that whereas any piece of European music has at any one moment 
one rhythm in command, a piece of African music has always two or three, sometimes as 
many as four” (Thompson, 1974:14).  
 
Nketia (1982:80) states that “rhythm and speech melody or intonation corresponds to 
analogous features of songs as well. Thus, in a way, speech rhythm of a particular ethnic 
group affects the drum rhythms of the people”. He (188) further observes that “the 
linguistic factors that operate in vocal music also apply to some extent, to text-bound 
instrumental music as well”. To Harvard Dictionary of Music (Apel, 1973), rhythm implies – 
“the whole feeling of movement in music with strong implication of both regularity and 
differentiation”. The flexibility of Abigbo rhythms is not easily ascertained in line with 
Ferris’ (1985:25) argument that “most non-western music, including African drumming, 
the music of India, and the gamelan music of Indonesia, also has rhythms that are flexible 
rather than metered”. However, Application of rhythmic patterns in Abigbo is done in 
diverse ways. The ensemble conspicuously presents itself strictly in accordance with the 
rhythmic pattern as a noticeabe product of the superimposition of several lines of metric 
organization. 
 
Involvement and utilization of Abigbo musical instruments in music making entails the 
practice of tactfully adapting music for a body of the ensemble’s different kinds of 
instruments. In Onyeji’s (2003:VI) dissertation, he in (summation) identifies seminal 
compositional materials for the modern symphony orchestral composition deriving from 
the creative principles of Abigbo music rhythm. On the whole, from all indications, the 
assessments of the realities of this traditional music par excellence, in the respective 
references and investigations on Abigbo total music organization, are considerably 
acknowledged here as milestones to understanding its compositional techniques. 
 
6.4.4 Manifestation of Symbolic Interactionism in Abigbo Dance 
i) This entails use of non-verbal communication to substitute relationship – Non-

verbal messages are sometimes completely used to replace verbal communication. 
ii) Non-verbal signals could also be used to modify and elaborate a message. 
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iii) It could also be used to highlight or add to a message. By so doing certain aspects 
of the message are given more emphasis and additional forceful meaning. 

iv) Non-verbal communication also plays an important role in the regulation of social 
interaction. 

v) Non-verbal communication is also useful in a sarcasm to express conflict between 
what is being said and what is actually meant. When there is such a conflict, 
dependence on non-verbal communication becomes imperative because verbal 
communication is planned but non-verbal communication is less easily controlled. 
Most times they are not planned (McCrosky, Larson and Knapp, 1971:95). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figs. 3: (a) Displays dancers issuing warning to Mbaise culprits demonstratively (b) 
Dancers committing the mother earth to God’s hand for protection against hoodlums 
etc. (c) Dancers expressing thanks to audience and responding to their cheerful 
greetings by waving of handkerchiefs 

 

   b 

    a 

   c 

a 
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The non verbalized or written communication styled “symbolism”, typifies an attempt to 
explain patterns of behaviour in terms of the meanings people share in their daily 
interaction. Its artistic usage yields mutual understanding and invariably experiences, 
which entail decoding and recording human activities that often take place in a folk 
community. They are applied in different occasions, by people in various walks of life to 
specific ends, in the interest of the indigenes who thereafter relate suitably to them. This, 
however, depends on the effectiveness of such a ‘symbol’ or its user in disseminating the 
message so-desired. 
 
“Symbolism is the use of symbols, especially to express ideas or emotion in literature, 
cinema, etc… A 19thC movement in art and literature which made extensive use of symbols 
to indicate or evoke emotions or ideas” (Schwartz Dictionary, 1990). In similar vein, 
communication scholars namely Arhagba (2005:70); Bourgoon, Buller and Woodall 
(1996:1)conclude on symbolic information dissemination thus: “All those messages that 
people exchange beyond the words themselves are non-verbal communication practices”. 
This implies that symbolism is signal communication-oriented. It is partially and non-
verbally composed as well as void of spoken language. McCrosky, Larson and Knapp 
(1971:95) acknowledge this basic fact with a conclusion that non-verbal communications 
assist speech communication through signal involved to make sense out of what has been 
uttered.The aforesaid definition by implication presents symbolism as a social process of 
information transmission, which focuses the minds of the onlookers on an opinion, a belief 
or a notion so-signified. Charles Morris in Merriam (1964:232) states: “Where an organism 
provides itself with a sign which is a substitute in the control of its behaviour for another 
sign, signifying what the sign for which it is a substitute signifies, and then this sign is a 
symbol. More succinctly put, a symbol is a sign produced by its interpreter which acts as 
a substitute for some other sign with which it is synonymous.” This is with expectation 
that others would wish to identify them and as such become aware of their existence. 
 
Hence, symbolism as applied to this study in Mbaise communal-setting, reflects use made 
of the dancers’ body language, the sounds emitted from musical instruments and the 
singers’ voices or idioms and adages intoned in instrumental rhythmic patterns and 
intonated in songs as symbolic codes to promote or influence attitudes, to motivate or 
foster positive behaviour and to bring about social integration. These are received and 
stored in tandem with the rules, customs and conventions to define and regulate human 
relationships and events. The aforesaid truism is evident in Abigbo because, its intrinsic 
qualities provide symbolic awareness of the channels or media of communication link or 
interface between the musicians and the people. They equally enhance logical reasoning 
and philosophical construct. 
 
The use of Abigbo choreographic art to abstract idea or typify quality by means of the 
dancers’ bodily language expression is a common knowledge to the indigenes. The place 
of ‘symbolism’ in realizing this objective is quite inevitable. Mbiti (1976:22) speaking on 

Fig. 15a 
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the societal application of ‘symbols’ in life situations says among other things: “Each 
people has its own symbols, where meanings are generally known to almost everyone. But 
there are other symbols which can only be interpreted by a few individuals as, for example 
the symbols used in imitation, divination and secret societies.” Abigbo dancers through 
bodily ‘symbolism’ aid us take our bearing, acknowledge our identity and be reminded of 
our stuff. With their body language in motion, they transmit their message visually, 
succinctly, creatively and pictorially to the recipients. No wonder Emeka (2004:415b) says: 
“people who use a common symbol are almost invariably linked in a common bond. Any 
time they look at their symbol, they seem to be in mystic communion or communication. 
And so, a symbol is forever in a lucid oration.” What we saw, thought about, wrote or 
perceived sometime somewhere can be symbolized through the art of dance. 
 
A form of “Communication Symbolism” ensues in Abigbo dance with element of 
dramatization therein. This is not surprising because communication is not an unusual 
human behaviour in his all facets of life affairs. This is why Emeka (282c) observes,“ In 
peace or war, at work or play, alone or in groups, communication affects our life and 
determines the outcome of our efforts.” Communication signal is not a mere appendage 
to Abigbo dance developmental progress; it is rather, an organic aspect of the development 
and an instrument for continuing the process. Under the five categories of movement in 
dance as is classified by LoBamijoko (1994:6), based on the dancers’ age factor, Abigbo is 
akin to “stylized movement as seen in some matron dances, dignified dances of the elders, 
or dance of the kings in which the movements are well controlled, and sometimes 
symbolic.” The dancers employ extra-ordinary non verbal movements and gestures with 
inherent and aesthetic values. Nzekwu (1962:35) speaks volumes on this as he affirms: 
“…staccato earth-quacking foot beat of the men, the intricate footwork, the pulsating 
rhythm of the dance, the springing movements and body contortions of the dancer – all 
these are pregnant with meaning for an entranced and understanding of (Igbo) dance” 
which includes Abigbo. Thus, this manner of performance is not just strictly unique with 
the dance troupe but also peculiar to Mbaise community in its entirety. 
 
The dramatic symbolism in Abigbo is likened to hunting dance whereby dancers mimic the 
action of the wild animals or demonstrate hunting techniques. Through this medium the 
dancers put their message across by describing the performance symbolically through 
dramatic body displays, and use made of theatrical conventions. For drama to be effective, 
it has to combine dance, music, mime and ritual. This aspect of traditional drama reflects 
on myths, but being a secular type, it is festival-based. Theatrical dance drama involves 
the actors, open space and audience. Expressing his views on drama Clark (1973:26) writes, 
“The most ascendant elements are those of music, dance, ritual and mime, that of speech 
subdued to a minimum. The minimal use of dialogue probably is due to the fact that a 
good number of these plays belong to some particular group or cult in the society; 
therefore require a certain secrecy and awe.” The dramatic dance specifically serves a 
social purpose. Through the dance with musical accompaniment real life situations are 
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expressed, while the enactment of the lives and deeds of the great personage is 
aesthetically dramatized. Plot, conflict and resolution are cautiously executed in this living 
theatre to express certain facts in human culture. 
 
Looking at Abigbo dance/dancers from symbolic point of view, we can concur with John 
Weaver, who in 1721 defined “dance” as “an elegant and regular movement, 
harmoniously composed of beautiful attitudes, and contrasted graceful posture of the 
body, and parts thereof” – Courtesy of Encyclopedia Britainica (1768:935). We hereby 
reason that, in line with the aforementioned bodily language in steps and motion, the 
Abigbo dancers communicate ‘symbolically.’ However, contrary to the Expressionist 
School of Modern Dance (E. S. M. D.) view of dance as “a physical expression of inner feeling”, 
the 20thC dance critic, John Martin ignored the formal role model aspect of dance as 
exemplified by the above school of thought, pointing out that: “at the root of all those 
varied manifestations of dancing… lies the common impulse – to resort to movement to 
externalize states which we cannot externalize by rational means. This is basic dance,” he 
concludes (935). 
 
6.4.5 Abigbo Dance Sequence/Motion 

On entering into the performance arena, the lead singer cues them in with praises to 
inspire them into action. This he does together with an instrument called Ogele or obere 
igbugbo (a very miniature single clapperless bell) to signal other instrumentalists to 
commence performance. As the dancers demonstrate their different dance styles, they 
similarly greet the anxiously waiting audience, who are gathered to watch and applaud 
their dance presentation. During this process, the songs employed are virtually same, save 
for the variations in the melodies of the different lyrics. An absolute dance also ensues in 
both the rhythm and dance style. The audience expresses their appreciation to them with 
showers of praises and financial gifts. Just as Hanna (1965:16) observes, so it is virtually in 
Abigbo. “When the dance is fully underway, the audience virtually emerges with the 
performers, shrinking the stage in enthusiastic empathy and encouragement. The 
performers are urged on through gesturing, verbal praising, wiping their faces with 
handkerchiefs and placing coins or currency notes on the foreheads of favourites.” The 
dance leaders are so creative that they can introduce diverse dance sequence and styles. 
As the dance progresses, it is accompanied with explosive sayings, neologisms, idiomatic 
expressions and shouting utterances. The song leader equally engages in the responsorial 
singing. These put together append extra-ordinary colour to the entire spectacle, and assist 
the dance reach its expected end with glamorous appeal. 
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Figs.4: (a) showing the dancers in linear direction towards the ring; (b & c) the dancers 
in crescent formation moving abreast; (d, e & f) display dancers’ facial, side and back 
motional views respectively, as they dance in juxtaposition; (g, h, i) the dancers spiral-
gyrating on the peripheral space with ineluctable bliss; (j) dancers smoothly and softly 
rippling on the terrestrial space, kicking their feet alternatively and quaking their 
waists simultaneously. 
 
6.4.6 The Dance Peculiarity: 
In my observation, Abigbo, a music and dance with reverence, is strictly performed by 
adept dancers, and percussionists/singers. On formal call, as the ensemble play 
instruments and occasionally sing folk tunes of necessity at will and of their own accord; 
before the dance troupe gets entranced ready to dance, waiting beats remain in progress 
as tuning of instruments, if necessary, is being implemented within this moment in time. 
The curiosity about all this; the abruptly abandoned attitudes in emitting sound to 
accompany animated dance gestures is that, through the labyrinth of the above 
manifestation structured to overwhelm the mind with sanity, jeering remark of queer 
expletive scarcely fails to be the order of the day, on catching sight of the culture-based 
ensemble. 
 
A writer on dance communication seems to be describing Abigbo dancer by affirming that 
“the dancer communicates with the audience in two different ways, first, either through 
an out pouring of emotion through the body as well as the face, and secondly, by a 
complex language of mime and gesture that can be fully understood by spectators who 
know the language” (Ozoemena, 1991:6). Abigbo dances are precisely associated with 
local events and social activities tolerated among the inhabitants. Consequently, the 
dances are utilized to nourish them at interval as the need arises. The dance artistes 
demonstratively mimic human conditions, situations or phenomenal occurrences. This 
performance technique may be unique to an individual dancer or the troupe in its entirety. 
In all these characterization, the dancers use their bodies as instruments of expression. 
Rhythm is well articulated in the fundamental motion applied in the dances. Song rhythm 
is conspicuously defined for the sake of the dance, or is rendered by both instruments of 
discret and non discret boundaries. A style of remarkable dance identified with the South-
East of Igboland whereby “only the muscles of the thorax – the chest, the ribs and the back 
are subjected to achievement resembling the ripping of water, the rest of the body is 
comparatively rock steady” (Nzekwu, 1962:94) is also noticeable in Abigbo. 
 
On what obtains in the association of music and dance in Abigbo, the foremost picture in 
view serving as a case study is Nketia’s (1975:210) dance – music interaction review 
presented thus: “The total impact of a piece of music on a dancer influences the expressive 
quality of his dances. It is generally the rhythmic structure that influences the pattern of 
his movement. He derives his motor feeling from the rhythmic structure, whose elements 
he articulates in his basic movements.” The instrumentation combines with the dance to 
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generate patterns of social interaction and individual emotions. The pleasure felt by an 
Abigbo dancer expresses itself over all that are within his vicinity. “Towards his 
companions – the singers and instrumentalists, he is filled with good will and geniality. 
He shares with others a collective expression of intense pleasures; incline the audience to 
such expensive sensations that acquit him creditably for the well being of his body and 
soul” (Okoro, 2001:83).  
 
Abigbo dancers’ dexterity chiefly consists in the exact proportioning of infinite number of 
motions, while their agility is enhanced by the body suppleness. They dance in a ludicrous 
manner, making antic gestures with their arms, shoulder blades, heads; their feet stepping 
patterns have the least share in the body activation action. The end gesture of the dancers’ 
phrasing in the ring is both sharp and dynamically precise. Similarly, the dancers establish 
a clear boundary between one improvisation and the next. Commenting on the last but 
one sentence above, Thompson (1974:20) remarks, “the timing of the end gesture is very 
important, for it is one of the five points in the collaboration between drummers and 
dancers to which every spectator looked forward. If a dancer misplaces it, he exposes 
himself to ridicule and booing.” With the phrasing of the master drummer, the dancers 
come in correctly and effortlessly. Entrance to the dance ring is considered proper when 
done in relation to the beat of given instruments. The dancers improvise, sometimes at the 
end of the phrase as they strike the last gesture of the dance timed to the last syllable of 
the master instrumentalist’s phrase. Having entered the ring inflexed and attentive, their 
bodies inflect, usually into two or more expressions in consonance with the multimetric 
structure of the music; the chests vibrate to one meter, hips by another. 
 
According to Thompson (16), “it is common for an individual dancer to combine two 
rhythms simultaneously in his dance movements; a combination of three distinct rhythms 
may be used by a highly skilled dancer… the contrastive logic of multiple meter in the 
dance ‘plays’ the parts of the body as virtual instruments of music.” An on-going rhythmic 
motif is answered in the feet and hands; three beats represent another motif; the one 
sounded by master drummer is simultaneously responded to with the hips. A 
complementary drum produces a combined pattern of two and three pulsations, which is 
simultaneously embodied in the shoulders and the back. Their grasp of dancing to various 
metric lines is sophisticated and clear with a special intricacy built of superimposed 
motions. Multiple metre in the dance has the advantage of articulating the dancers’ bodies 
more fully than it is possible in mere discussion. It enables the dancers’ blaze as a live 
entity as the music vibrates on. The gift puts into practice is beyond the reach of the 
distracted and the lazy. A good Abigbo dancer is therefore, one who (among other things 
so-required) is able to cut his dance in time to the rhythm of the instrument, and invariably 
halts the movement as the phrasing of the master drummer terminates. 
 
Abigbo dance is likened to a force revealing manhood, trait and birth right. It is danced 
void of stress but based on clarity and perfect timing. Keenness appears to focus on beating 
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the earth bare-footed depending on the seasonal soil structure. Distinct qualities are lauded 
in the dancing, particularly creative self-absorption. Just as it is the case in Akan dancing, 
“the ideal dancer never seeks applause while dancing, but spontaneously incites 
enthusiasm through total commitment to his foot work and kinetic flair” (Thompson, 1). 
Thus, it is quite unconventional for them to deliberately throw glances at people, or 
ignominiously pleading for support and praise. Against all odds, they eschew 
‘mechanically’ one-style dance, save the master instrumentalist dictates otherwise for 
obvious reasons. The low intensity passage dance does not all that encourage ‘get-down 
range’ for the sake of the dancers ripe age. The inventive shoulder-work, gestural kicks 
and whirls are less vigorously conveyed with moderately emitted sound of the 
instrumental accompaniment. A straight back indicating a blend of bending and standing 
low (stooping) is a matter of individual dancer’s choice. Bursting into choreographic flames, 
brandishing foot-work with illusive muscular expression is a common factor of dancing 
identity amongst the troupe. Some of the dance symbolic features are provisionally 
honorific. That is, they are situation – motivated and therefore, can be dispensed with as 
the need arises. 
 
Conclusion  
This study not only augments conditions conducive for enjoying the potential message of 
Abigbo (song) as it is disseminated to motivate good conducts, but also identifies and 
proffers solutions to rudimentary limitations to popular recognition of the ensemble 
beyond its environmental confinement. The major contribution to be made through the 
study of Abigbo therefore, lies in the boarder view of recognizing the fact that this 
dynamic, creative aspect of Mbaise clans’ music can be generally understood as it is 
objectively related to its cultural context of performance, with its terms and expressions 
explicitly elucidated. 
 
Dance in Abigbo is a popular form of artistic entertainment. The dance art, accompanied 
with traditional music instruments, appeals to a wide audience because its colourful 
costumes, vivid steps and stirring music make the dance an art with popular appeal. The 
aura and characteries inherent in the ensemble’s live performance know no bound. The 
music in conjunction with dance impression through demonstration leaves the audience 
spell-bound. In all, fundamental goals are achieved by the Abigbo dancers who usually 
enact a story with their body language. This includes stance, gesture, facial expression, 
dumb show, mimesis, et cetera. 
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